
Supply chain profitability depends on speed
and accuracy. But counter-productive 
manual document steps burden many 
operations, consuming time and introducing 
errors.

OpenText StreamServe replaces stop-and 
start paper with a smooth, coordinated
electronic flow. With no change to existing
systems, it introduces a complete, 
automated document management 
environment from creation and composition 
through to highvolume production and 
multi-channel, environmentally friendly 
delivery.

This means that documentation such 
as invoices, pack lists, Bill Of Materials 
(BOMs), manifests, labels, customs forms, 
and driver-ready packs are automatically 
generated and forwarded to the correct 
recipients and automatically collated into 
relevant packages. The net result is a faster 
supply chain with accurate documents 
arriving at the right place in the right form 
and in the right order every time.

Swedwise’s in-depth expertise of deloying OpenText 
StreamServe can help you exceed customer expectations, 
reach new markets, and provide superior experiences 
across all digital channels.

Electronic stage-and-release eliminates 
bottlenecks and manual errors

Currently, the typical supply chain document
process involves lots of paper, manually
collated, at various checkpoints on the way
to assembling customer- and driver-ready
packs. Some level of error and process 
friction is accepted as the inevitable norm.

Consider the typical Distribution Center (DC) 
as an example, though the principles apply 
to every supply chain document activity.

The workflow of many DCs reflects 
processes that have been in place for many
years; sometimes, even decades. They 
include a string of stops and starts as 
essential documents are printed and 
handled at multiple locations. People 
physically burst, collate, staple, and hand 
off the various document components 
necessary for picking, packing, routing, and 
shipping material as well as for controlling 
inventory and accounting for delivery.

Automated Processes 
Accelerate Throughput 
OpenText StreamServe in the Supply Chain

Eliminate manual-
handling steps that
introduce errors and 
hinder on-time delivery



Although some efficiencies have been
introduced, the manual processes have 
remained largely unchanged. Now, however,
StreamServe eliminates the manual 
steps that cost money, cause delays, and 
introduce errors that diminish customer
satisfaction and incur additional cost.

StreamServe electronically stages the 
numerous customer documents produced
by various processes and sources. It 
releases each document subset as tasks 
are completed and accurately reflects the 
state of the order (e.g., short ships, back-
order, complete order, etc.). When the load is 
complete, StreamServe sorts the customer
sets by route, stop, and customer, and prints 
the entire driver-ready pack.

Complete packs include all the necessary
documents, including customer reports,
invoices, price stickers, manifest, etc., all 
on a per-customer basis and reflecting 
each customer’s preferences and needs. 
StreamServe will also automatically deliver
electronic copies of the document to 
customers who prefer them.

Accurate documents reduce 
DSO, mitigate risk, and satisfy 
customers

Beyond streamlining supply chain 
document processes, StreamServe also 
can significantly affect the company’s 
bottom line.

Eliminating the inevitable errors of manual
handling greatly improves supply 
chain accuracy. But equally important, 
StreamServe automatically applies rules, 
which business managers directly control, 
to ensure that documents match the 
customer profile— pricing, form factor, 
private labeling, shipping preferences, etc. 
StreamServe also ensures that cross-border 
or regulated shipments are appropriately 
documented and the records are properly 
archived.

Since erroneous paperwork is a major 
cause of payment delays and customer 
irritation, accurate documents are an 
important factor in reducing Days Sales 
Outstanding (DSO), mitigating risk, and 
reducing customer support costs. They 
are also key to inventory accuracy, so 
StreamServe can measurably improve both 
the revenue stream and the operational 
costs that affect profitability. 

Capitalize on the untapped 
potential of customer documents

Like every other customer touchpoint, 
supply chain communications are an 
opportunity to put offers and other 
information in front of the customer.

Traditionally, this means pre-printed inserts.
Sometimes there’s guidance about which 
orders or customers ought to get specific 
inserts (though there’s no guarantee the 
guidance will be followed). More often, the 
inserts get tossed in with every document 
pack. In either case, the relevancy of the 
insert to a particular customer is unlikely.

StreamServe brings a new level of control
over the delivery of additional information,
right down to the specific characteristics of
both the customer and the shipment. The
key to getting more relevant information in 
front of a given customer lies in the process 
by which StreamServe creates the shipping 
documents in the first place.

Based on the data coming from your supply 
chain systems and rules that your business 
managers have defined, StreamServe 
dynamically generates each individual 
document and collates the pack.

Now, for example, add some marketing 
offers to this mix with simple rules for 
when to include them. Since it “knows” 
who the customer is and what’s being 
shipped, StreamServe follows the rules to 
incorporate any relevant offers. They can be 
printed right on the documents or included 
as separate pages.

Not only does this eliminate the cost of
pre-printed inserts, it also collapses the 
time between conceiving and implementing
sales offers and marketing campaigns. 
Using straightforward tools, business 
managers can create and manage content 
and the rules governing when and for whom 
to include the material, which can range 
from blanket coverage

Fewer process 
steps

 Faster document 
generation

Consolidate print 
streams

No need to replace 
back-end systems

A closer look at StreamServe

Automated document processing

Dynamically generates documents, 
reducing maintenance, and resource-
use and applies the company or  private-
label brand identity, including color, logos, 
taglines, etc.

Simplifies document change-management,
including redesigned implementations with
template-driven production

Populates easy-to-understand documents 
with current data from supply chain 
systems

Automates sorting and assembly, including 
event-based releases, to eliminate manual 
steps and errors

Enables business managers to implement 
rules governing content in real-time, with no 
need for IT support



Reduced operational cost

Significantly reduces document design
maintenance time and resources with 
dynamic document templates, one 
master per document type

Guarantees document output and
document audit trail, 24/7, with track 
and- trace and automated failure 
recovery

Eliminates manual handling and 
associated errors and reduces costs
by automatically collating document
packs 

Enables “onserts” to eliminate added
postage, handling, paper, and equipment 
costs 

Efficient electronic invoicing

Automatically sends customer advance 
shipping notifications and eventdriven 
business or shipping notifications

Automatically generates invoicing,
including EU-compliant documents*

Improved customer communication

Accommodates customer preference
for language, fonts, content, delivery
options (hard copy, electronic), etc.

Dynamically and appropriately private 
labels all business documents

Includes customer-required barcodes or
Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID)

Improved security and visibility

Guarantees document output, 24/7, with 
track-and-trace and automated failure 
recovery

Confirms document production time, 
location, etc. with document audit trail

Reports on all necessary key process
indicator statistics as well as exceptions

Enables real-time resending of customer 
documents

As a Select OpenText Partner, our certified expertise in OpenText StreamServe 
enhances in-and-out data management, improves processes, and integrates 
systems in the most value-adding way. 

For more information visit www.swedwise.com

About Swedwise

Practical sustainability

Offers multiple electronic delivery 
options through email-based 
attachments and web access

Efficiently delivers additional info 
through embedded hyperlinks 

Consolidates communications going
to the same customer to reduce 
resource consumption

Dynamically generates and prints entire
documents, including color, logos, etc.,
on plain paper, eliminating the need for
costly pre-printed forms

Reduces resource demand and paper
waste through “onsert” capability.

How it works

With no change to existing processes,
StreamServe intelligently consolidates 
data from supply chain systems into 
invoices, pack lists, BOMs, bills of 
lading, labels (including bar codes and 
RFID), manifests, driver-ready packs, 
customer correspondence, etc.

Automatic sorting and assembly of 
document packs, including event-
based staged releases, saves time and 
resources and eliminates costly manual 
process steps.

Track-and-trace and automated failure
recovery guarantee document output
and document audit trail, 24/7.

Print complete documents on plain 
paper eliminates the ongoing expense of 
pre-printed forms and labels or private-
label stock.

Multi-channel output and delivery 
provide flexible options.

Cross-border or regulated delivery 
documents are automatically assembled 
and archived and available for customer 
selfservice access.

Customers and sales can be notified 
of autonomous system numbers and 
business or shipping events.

Reduced operational, production, postal,
and materials consumption improve the 
firm’s sustainability profile.


